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      Can rotationally supported disks form in the presence of strong
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1. Basic Issue
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 A common view
 Disks form automatically out of the
 collapse of rotating cores because
 of angular momentum conservation

 Role of magnetic fields 
 Fast rotating disk and slowly rotating 
massive envelope magnetically linked

        ⇒ magnetic braking

 formation of rotationally supported 
      disks not guaranteed
 depends on field strength &
      magnetic coupling 
 potential signatures of braking

magnetic field lines



Magnetic Field Strength in Cores: Theoretical Considerations

 Dimensionless mass-to-flux ratio λ
    ratio of mass of a region & magnetic flux through it in units of 1/(2πG1/2)

    zero field (λ= , weak (λ >> 1), strong (λ ≈ 1), very strong (λ < 1)

 Cores from magnetically subcritical (λ < 1) clouds through AD
        λ ~ a few (e.g., Lizano & Shu 89, Basu & Mouschovias 94, Nakamura & Li 08)

 Cores from turbulent compression in supercritical (λ > 1) clouds
    cores more strongly magnetized than the cloud (smaller λ, e.g., Tilley & Pudritz 07)
    (e.g., Dib et al. 07, mostly subcritical or critical cores in a λ=2.8 cloud)

λ expected to be a few to several in star forming cores



  Magnetic Field Strength in Cores: Observations

 (see Prof. Crutcher’s talk later in this session)

from Arecibo dark cloud survey of Troland & Crutcher (2008)

mean mass-to-flux ratio λ ≈ 4.8 ± 0.4 without geometric correction 



Observed Initial Condition for Star Formation
 Rotation (Caselli et al. 02)

    ~6km/s/pc ~ 2x10-13s-1

 Magnetic field

1. Ordered magnetic field from polarized

     submm emission (Ward-Thompson et al. 00)

2. Field strength from OH Zeeman
    measurements (Crutcher & Troland 00)

           Blos ~ 11µG

 Mass-to-flux ratio

      If λ=  non-magnetic core

      If λ=1, magnetic force ~ gravity

      Inferred λ=M/Φ~8, smaller if deprojected

      Fiducial value λ=4 chosen

Shirley et al. (2000)

Prestellar core L1544
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Initial Condition for Core Collapse Calculations

(Mellon & Li 2008, Allen, Li & Shu 2003,
       see also Galli et al. 2006)

 Self-similar isothermal toroid
    Sound speed=0.3 km/s
    Volume density ∝ r-2

    Field strength ∝ r-1

    Rotation speed=0.15 km/s
 Axisymmetry in r-θ coordinate  
    Inner radius=1014cm=6.7AU
    Stress-free condition on B field 
    Outer radius=2x1017cm=0.065pc
    Uniform grid in θ, log in r (Zeus2D)
    3.8M enclosed 
 Parameters for ideal MHD models 
 fiducial, λ=4, Beq=24.5(.05pc/r)µG 
    λ=400, extremely weak field 
    λ=80, weak field  
    λ=13, moderately weak field 
    λ=4, moderately strong field 

density contours & field lines



Formation of Rotationally Supported Disks in Extremely
Weak Fields: Ideal MHD Limit

λ=400, Beq=0.25(0.05pc/r)µG « 6 µG for atomic CNM (Heiles & Troland 2005)

 Rotationally supported disk 

     Rd~500AU (time/2x1012sec)

     Self-gravitating in the outer region

     Fragmentation in 3D? (Begelman & Pringle07)

 Magnetic pressure dominated 
 Ratio of thermal & magnetic pressure <β>~0.4

     “Corona” in place of “accretion shock”

     Field amplified in collapse & by rotation 

Rotation speed

Infall speed

⇒ Weak field important for disk dynamics

color map of density with field lines

Rotation needed for support
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Disruption of Equilibrium Disk by Weak Field
λ=80, Beq=1.25 (0.05pc/r) µG ~ Galactic mean?

Infall speed in cs

Specific angular momentum

 Beginning of disk disruption

Best evidence from infall speed on equator 

Supersonic infall at most radii

Multiple centrifugal barriers w/ enhanced braking 

 Region dominated by B field & rotation

Radius ~ 103AU (time/2x1012sec)

Chaotic (subsonic) flow pattern in meridional plane

Velocity dominated by supersonic rotation

Pressure dominated by toroidal magnetic fields

Disk in disruption dwarfed by an 
extended rotating magnetized region 

color map of density with field lines
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Magnetic Bubble and Efficient Braking
λ=13, Beq=7.35 (0.05pc/r) µG ~ median B field of atomic CNM

Infall speed in cs

color map of magnetic twist Bϕ /Bp  No rotationally supported disk
   Collapsing envelope ⇒ pseudodisk

   Severe braking at the centrifugal barrier

   Magnetic bubble inflated 

   Remaining material straight to the center

 Magnetic bubble
   Pressure dominated by toroidal field

   Velocity dominated by rotation

   Slow ordered expansion

   R~2000AU (time/2x1012sec) 

 Mass accretion to center
   Nearly constant rate on average

   Expected from self-similar initial condition

⇒ Mass to center & angular momentum to bubble
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Suppression of disk formation & Low-Speed Outflow

 No rotationally supported disk
   Less twisted field lines, stronger outflow
   Majority of angular momentum transported out of the system

λ=4, Beq=24.5 (0.05pc/r) µG ~ typical core field strength?
before reconnection after

Bϕ = - Bp



Summary of Ideal MHD Calculations
λ=80, Beq=1.25 (0.05pc/r) µG λ=400, Beq=0.25 (0.05pc/r) µG

λ=13, Beq=7.35 (0.05pc/r) µG λ=4, Beq=24.5 (0.05pc/r) µG

magnetogyrosphere



Why?

 Magnetic geometry
       collapse pinches field lines, turns core from parallel rotor to perpendicular rotor

       much more efficient braking (longer level arms, e.g., Mouschovias 91;  Galli et al. 06 )

 Magnetic amplification
       first by collapse, then by rotation
       rate of angular momentum removal ∝ Bp x Bϕ

       for initially weak poloidal magnetic field
              Bϕ / Bp ∼ core collapse time / disk rotation period ∼ 105 yrs / 103 yrs ∼ 100

 Critical field for significant braking
         how strong must the initial magnetic field of a core be for the (amplified) disk field to

remove a large fraction of all angular momentum in one core collapse time?
                                             λ ∼ 100

Conclusions So Far 

 Formation of rotationally supported disks not guaranteed
   Disk disrupted by relatively weak fields in the ideal MHD limit

(Mellon & Li 2008, see also Hennebelle & Fromang 2008)

magnetic decoupling and/or something else needed for disk formation
      in cores with a realistic mass-to-flux ratio λ ~ a few to several 



 Non-ideal MHD effects complicated, especially at high densities
  (e.g., Desch & Mouschovias 01; Nakano et al. 02; Tassis & Mouscovias 07; talk of Dr.Tassis)

     need chemical networks (electrons, molecular & atomic ions, charged
      grains, …) and magnetic field distribution with density  (dynamic model)

     Ohmic dissipation dominates above ~ 1012 cm-3, ambipolar diffusion (AD) below

 Simplest treatment for AD adopted as a first step (e.g., Shu 92)

     ρi ∝ ρn
1/2  w/ coefficient ∝ square root of cosmic ray ionization rate

     fiducial ionization rate ζCR=10-17s-1, but also 10-16s-1 & 10-18s-1

     self-similarity preserved - a powerful check on numerical solutions

 AD implemented into ZeusMP, with help from Mac Low & Oishi

 Initial results here

 Can Non-ideal MHD Effects Save the Disks?



“Standard” Model: λ=4 and ζcr=10-17s-1

• Nearly constant accretion rate

     self-similarity approached

        (as it should)

4.5x1011s 6.4x1011s

  Rotationally 
supported disk?

density contours & field lines

Mass accretion rate vs time



“Standard” Model: λ=4 and ζcr=10-17s-1

• Infall of equatorial material  

   subsonic infall until small radii   

   slow-down due to magnetic flux pileup

   neutrals slip past ions (& field), as expected

   rapid collapse - no rotationally supported disk 

• Rotation of equatorial material 

  spin up during infall expected without braking 

   spin down during infall - no disk  

   ions (& field) lag behind neutrals, not by much  

6.4x1011s

Rotationally supported 

 disk not saved by AD

ions

neutrals

infall rotation



    Models with λ=4: Effects of Cosmic Ray Ionization Rate ζcr

6.4x1011s

ζcr=10-17s-1 ζcr=10-18s -1ζcr=10-16s -1

• Infall for neutrals at small radii 
   slower collapse for better coupled
    fastest for weakest coupling    
      & least retarded by B field  
   rapid collapse in all - no disk  
• Rotation 
   complete braking for best coupled
          (see also Krasnopolsky & Konigl 02;
                      and  Basu & Mouschovias 94) 
   faster rotation for less coupled case
   sub-Keplerian rotation in all 

No rotationally supported disk for λ=4

infall rotation



 Models with Weaker Field λ=13: ζcr=10-16, 10-17 & 10-18 s-1

6.4x1011s

ζcr=10-17s-1 ζcr=10-18s -1

• Infall for neutrals at small radii
   slower for strongest coupling 
       retarded by strongest B field    
   slowest for weakest coupling 
       retarded by rapid rotation/disk 
• Rotation 
   counter rotation for best coupled 
   faster rotation for less coupled
   nearly Keplerian for most weakly 
            coupled case - a disk!  

No rotationally supported disk for λ=13 unless low ζcr 

ζcr=10-17s -1 ζcr=10-18s -1ζcr=10-16s -1

infall rotation



     Possible Observational Signatures

• Dynamically important magnetic field

   Zeeman measurements (lack of suitable molecules?)

   polarization of dust emission (e.g., Girart et al. 06)

   flattened mass distribution - pseudodisk

           (e.g., Galli & Shu 93, Looney et al. 07, Kwon’s poster)

• Ambipolar diffusion

   difference in ion and neutral infall speeds, a fraction of cs (ALMA?)

   pause in infall - evidence for accumulation of magnetic flux

                   associated with central (stellar) mass?

• Magnetic braking
   spin-down of infalling gas (spatially resolved spectra, ALMA? Molecules?)

   where does the extracted angular momentum go?

         expelled in a low speed wind if B is strong

         stored in puffed up circumstellar structure supported by toroidal

                magnetic field and rotation

       detection complicated by protostellar outflows

infall

rotation

ion neutral



 Conclusions and Speculations

  Disk formation suppressed by a relatively weak magnetic 

        field in the ideal MHD limit

  Ambipolar diffusion in simplest form does not enable disk 

       formation for realistic levels of cloud magnetization and 

       cosmic ray ionization 

But…



 Conclusions and Speculations

But… disks do exist!     Two possibilities: 

1. Matter-field decoupling at higher densities 
                                  (talk by Tassis tomorrow)

         dense, small disk during Class 0 phase? 

2. Removal of massive, slowly rotating envelope 

    that brakes the rapidly rotating disk 

        perhaps by outflows? 

 Possible role of protostellar winds (Arce & Sargent 06, Shu et al. 87, Nakano et al. 1995, Matzner & McKee 00)

   Typical core mass ~ a few M, typical stellar mass ~ 0.5 M ⇒ most core mass removed by winds?

   Most of the core angular momentum (including that in magnetogyrosphere) removed by winds as well? 
   Remaining material falls back to form a disk, when envelope (& braking) gone ⇒ fallback disk?

                    stellar mass and disk angular momentum at same time??

 Future directions 
    microphysics of magnetic coupling, inclusion of protostellar outflow, and 3D simulation (binary?)


